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l. 7~ name is Leonard G. Pardue.

miami Springs, Florida, 33166. A

address is 641 Falcon Avenue,

staterent of'y professional

background and cualificatxons xs attach de to this affidavit and

made a part thereof'.

2. This affidavit addresses. Contention 4 8 which states:
There are likely to occur radioactive releases,
(from the steam generator repair} to-unrestricted
areas which violate 10 CFR Part 20 or are not as
low as reasonab+ achievable within the meaning
of 10 C R Part 50 as a result of a hurricane or
tornado striking the site during the repairs.

3 The statistical pro'oability of a major hurricane (categories

3, 4, or 5 on the Se fir/Simpson Hurricane Scale),. striking the
eTurkey Point area is 5 g each year. Th.s area xs a 50 ale

segment of the southeast Florida coast in which. Turkey Point

is 1ocat ed.

4. The Saffir/Simpson Hurricane Scale def'ines a category 3
~ i~ v i

hurricane as avzng a ceh central pressure from 945 — 964: millibars,
111 — 130 mph, and a surge f'rom 9' 12 feet;.

a category 4 urrz,cane as4 h as having a central pressure from 920—

944 millibars, winds f'rom 131 — 155 mph, and a surge f'rom

18 — 18 f'eet; and
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e category 5 hurricane as having a central pressure less than

920 millibars, minds greater than 155 mph, and a surge .greater

than.18 f'eet.

5. YEinds generated during a category 5 hurricane can exceed

200 mph. The most recent category 5 hurricane to strikto strike the

United States was hurricane Camille in 1969.
t

6. Tornadoes can strike the Turkey Point plant as independent

storms or they can be spavrned from hurricanes.

7. On April 10> 1956, a tornado struck Florida, Po~ler and Light'sI

Cutler poorer plant,. located approximately'14 miles north of the
Turkey 3?oint plant. The reported estimated vrindspeed +as

in excess of'00 mph.

8.. >finds generated during a tornado can exceed..GOO mph, but

the possibility of' tornado of'uch severity, occurring.xn
4

Southeast Florida, is remote.

9. A major hurricane can generate a storm surge 15 f'eet above

mean sea level at the Turkey Point site.

I

10 Yfaves 6 — 8 feet high vrhich are superimposed on. the 15 f'oot.

storm surge can occan occur during a.major hurricane at Turkey Point-
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11. Hurricane f'orce .vinds will usually last 4 — 6 hours at a

location directly in the hurricane's path, but, if' hurricane
were to stall over Turkey Point, the duration of'urricane
force winds would be extended.

12- On September.5, 1950, Cedar Key,'lorida experienced winds

of 12G mph, intermittently, over a 12 hour period.

13. For a location directly in the path of' hurricane,
hurricane force @rinds can be expected to reverse direction
180 degrees, as the storm passes.

14. Due to the flooding of the access roads, and'he isolated
location o he plant site, the National Eurricane Center

would most 1-kely advise that Turkey Point be evacuated at the

approach of' major hurricane.

15. During the strike of a major hurricane, objects, such as

loosely stacked drums, can be scattered by the hurricane and can

receive mechanical shocks from collisions with other .objects.

CONCXUSXOM

33urzng e passagth ssage of' major hurricane over the Turkey point

site, the integrity of'oosely stacked drums of'ow level
radioactive waste cannot be assured. The scattering of these

loosely stacked drums can be expected.
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SY(OBN to and subscribed be="ore me this
day or May, lgel.
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